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I N F O A B S T R A C T

Typically, in the Internet of Things (IoT) yields objects are controlled and 
monitored remotely over a network. A standard IoT system includes 
various sensors that combine with microprocessors and other custom 
peripherals to perform their operations. Data collection and processing, 
computation, and finally communication these operations are involved 
to carry out IoT applications. Designer and user both demand these 
operations should be performed without any kind of unauthorized 
interference. As per the current trend, the way we have relied on 
technology, the way data exchange has started, it is not possible to rely 
on existing data security systems. It has become imperative to add a 
concrete solution to the existing infrastructure of security. Hardware 
security is attracted attention of researchers because of its importance 
in IoT applications, IP securities, and controlling counterfeit electronic 
devices. Physically Unclonable Functions (PUF) is an innovative approach 
that provides security primitives and also will resist Integrated Circuit 
(IC) cloning and counterfeiting. PUF works on the principle of process 
variations present inside the hardware. PUFs carry capricious and 
event-specific values and can be used to provide hardware security. 
Nowadays IoT design has been implemented on the SoC platform. Here 
we have designed PUF on the SoC platform so that it will be helpful to 
IoT designs. The presented work will help in understanding the ROPUF 
design with respect to simulation, synthesis, placement and routing 
and hardware validation.
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Introduction
When we are considering information security by 
concentrating on the goals of cryptography. Cryptology 
obeys certain guidelines and mathematical calculations to 
accomplish data security objectives. Normally cryptographic 
algorithms are used for the security objective with the help 
of the key. So, the bottom line is in the data security ‘key’ 

plays an important role. Normally ‘key’ has been kept in 
battery-backed SRAM which is quite expensive and not 
suitable for small IoT applications as more hardware/ area 
requirement. One more issue is, what if this ‘key’ has been 
stolen? It is possible with the side-channel attack, reverse 
engineering, or tampering with hardware. Now we need 
a concrete solution for data security.

http://advancedresearchpublications.com/
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PUF is a part of the hardware that produces unpredictable 
responses over challenges due to their manufacturing 
variations. Each PUF response is not only a function 
of the applied challenge but also of the PUFs physical 
disorder. To apply PUF in the security field, it also needs 
to have the property of easy to manufacture but hard 
to duplicate, even under exact the same manufacturing 
procedures.20,16,11 PUFs are objects that are unclonable in 
other words these are altered confirmation and can’t be 
controlled without physically crushing them. Because it 
attributes randomness and uniqueness, PUFs can be used 
for random number generation (i.e., secret key generation 
for cryptographic purposes), authentication (i.e., IC, user, 
product authentication), and identification, etc. PUFs can 
be seen as silicon fingerprints which are unique in every 
piece of hardware, reproducible in the same piece of 
hardware but not in another. Based on how the randomness 
is presented, PUFs can be categorized into different types. 
The PUFs using explicitly introduced randomness’s such as 
optical PUF (Pappu R. S. 2001). that is non silicon PUF and 
Silicon PUF, using intrinsic randomness’s such as delay PUF 
and memory PUF.15 

PUF’s Input and Output that is challenge-response pairs 
(CRPs) respectively split the PUF into two types, PUFs can 
be categorized as weak and strong PUFs.15

Weak PUF 
The CRPs are the limited set of size, often used for key 
storage. The weak PUFs usually only has less CRP, and 
Usually considered that the challenge-response access is 
secure, not accessible by attacker.18

Strong PUF

The CRPs are the maximum set of the size of PUF, often 
used for authentication. For strong PUFs, there can be a 
large set of CRPs publicly accessible. However, with this 
large public setting, it is still impossible to predicate an 
unknown CRP.18

Ring Oscillator (RO) PUF Architecture
The two most common silicon PUFs at presence are delay 
PUF and memory PUF.17,14 Arbiter PUF22 and Ring Oscillator 
PUF12,5 are the popular subtypes of delay PUF. In this article 
we will discuss about the FPGA implementation of the delay 
PUF, Ring Oscillator (RO) PUF. This design was proposed 
by.19 A RO PUF has two or more cascaded inverters which 
are connected in a feedback loop. It is expected that each 
oscillator has different and unpredicted frequencies from 
others due to the manufacturing variation resulting in each 
inverter’s different delay. Finally, there are counters (of 
the same size) for each oscillator whose increment speed 
depends on the frequencies of the corresponding chains 
which serve as the clocks. A 1-bit RO PUF is shown in the 
figure 1.6

The above circuit is able to produces 1 bit of PUF output. 
The challenge will be the input selecting any two ROs from 
the group of N ROs, and the response is the comparison 
of the values in the two counters clocked by the outputs 
of the selected ROs. To generate more response bits with 
the same challenge input, more RO groups and counters 
can be added in the design.10

Figure 1.A RO PUF generating 1 bit of output3

Figure 2(a).The synthesis schematic of RO PUF

Figure 2(b).The synthesis schematic of MUX 16:1 
from RO PUF 

Figure 2, shows the synthesis schematic of RO PUF. In the 
proposed design the RO PUF has two 16:1 multiplexer. 
According to the design, we can apply 0 to 256 different 
challenges to RO PUF. For each challenge, we expect a 
unique and random response from RO PUF. Comparison 
is made when the counter overflows and response bit get 
generated. Even though the basic design was proposed by19,4 
but we have implanted and tested with new approach. Also, 
we elaborated the entire procedure of the experiment.
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Cautious RO Implementation: Difficulties and 
Solutions
Simulation

To verify the functional behavior of any logic normally 
simulation is preferred. RO PUF is a delay-based PUF hence 
internal routing delays of each device is influence the output 
of PUF. Typical behavior simulation does not consider any 
routing delays.9 Vivado has a facility of post-implemented 
timing simulation. This simulation serves to verify the 
functionality by considering the net and route delays of 
course, it does not give the exact output like the hardware 
but it helps to understand the working of the circuit.

attribute should be used before each inverter and wire, 
as well as the RO module instantiation (* DONT_TOUCH 
= “TRUE” *).1 

Xilinx tool does not support the combinational loop. 
This issue is also overcome by using another attribute.                                             
(* ALLOW_COMBINATORIAL_LOOPS = “TRUE” *).23 The 
problem is not over only after adding this attribute the 
third important issue need to resolve is about the gated 
clock. In the RO PUF, since the counter is clocked by a 
combinational logic, this scenario called “gated-clock.23 

Implementation

After adding all the necessary attributes in the synthesis 
stage, the RTL generates the required netlist. The 
implementation engine of the tool will take care of the 
Placing and routing of the gate-level netlist generated 
after synthesis. The tool will always try to place optimum 
resources with minimum routing delays. Properly functional 
PUF design should generate different responses on different 
FPGA boards with the same HDL and configuration.

Figure 3(a).Post implemented timing Simulation 

Figure 4.RTL of Ring Oscillator

Above Figure 3(a), shows the post implemented timing 
simulation for 1-bit PUF. ‘response’ is the final expected 
output. We can see that the when first counter reaches 
to the final value before the second counter then only 
response gets generated. 

Synthesis

Although the RO PUF circuit is very simple to understand 
but while implementing the perfect RO PUF on the Xilinx 
tool some practical difficulties need to address. The first 
difficulty is the Xilinx Vivado tool tries to optimize the design 
while synthesizing the RTL. RO design comprises multiple 
Ring oscillators with cascades inverters. The synthesis 
engine will remove the extra inverters and generate the 
‘empty netlist’. This problem needs to solve using some 
synthesis attributes provided by the tool. To preserve the 
inverters in RO from being optimized away, usually the 
attribute of “KEEP” is used.

In Vivado when a RO schematic is generated, although 
with the “KEEP” attribute all the inverters can be kept in 
the RTL schematic view which is pre-optimization, they are 
not in the technology view which is post-optimization from 
the synthesized design. The logic trim in the optimization 
process will still consider any even number of inverters 
as having no effect on chip outputs, and remove them. 

To preserve the complete RO structure, the following 

Figure 5.Tcl script for manual placement

However, if the routing and placement are automatically 
carried out by the design tools, then the timing caused by 
this automated process will dominate the system timing. 
This will result in the same CRPs on different FPGA boards 
Unlike an Arbiter PUF, RO PUF does not require symmetric 
routing but All RO must be placed properly inside the FPGA 
layout. To accomplish this necessity of the design, we need 
to arrange the manual placement of components using the 
Tcl script. Figure 5, shows the Xilinx design constrained for 
the location of the components.24,2
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We targeted the Xilinx ZedBoard all programable soc FPGA. 
Zedboard has two parts Processing System (PS) consist 
hard cored ARM cortex A9 processor and Programmable 
Logic (PL) has Artix 7 FPGA fabric.8 We intend to use the 
hard IP of ARM cortex A9 i.e.  ZYNQ IP along with RO PUF 
shown in figure 6 (a).

Figure 6.(a) the placement of RO PUF with ZYNQ

Figure 7.Block diagram of proposed system

Figure 6.(b) the placement of RO PUF with ZYNQ

In the figure 6 (b), the orange color shows the manual 
Placement using the Tcl commands. To overcome the 
setup and hold violation we must place the design near 
to PS side. The ROs placed vertically from the logic slice 
X26Y50 onwards. This placement eliminates the timing 
difference caused by place and route, all the ROs need to 
be manually placed and routed with identical placement 
and routing, so that the LUTs’ intrinsic delays will be the 
only factor making a difference in the counters. The relative 
placement can be set through the set_property LOC and 
BEL keyword in the. xdc constraints file.23,21,13

System Overviews of the RO PUF
Figure 7, shows the block diagram of proposed system. 
RTL of RO PUF is converted into AXI compatible IP. In the 
IP integrator of the Xilinx Vivado, Zynq processing unit is 
connected with IP block of proposed RO PUF.

The PS part can communicate with PL with the AXI interface. 
To validate the design on the hardware RO PUF is configured 

Figure 8.(a) AXI_RO PUF 

Figure 8.(b)Address Editor contains address 
of the RO PUF IP

with the inbuilt processor present on the Zedboard. We 
have converted RTL into the AXI compatible IP shown in 
the figure 8 (a) and (b).

Address editor contains the address of each peripheral 
device connected with Zynq processing unit.

Results
Figure a show the power consumption on the proposed RO 
PUF with ZYNQ IP. Figure 9 (a) and (b) is about the resource 
utilization of the proposed system. The implemented design 
uses the optimum power consumption and resource 
utilization.

Figure 9.(a)Power Utilization
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ZYNQ will allocate the address for each connected peripheral.
UART of the Zedboard is configured and connected to the 
laptop. Challenges are applied through the Xilinx Software 
Development Kit. XSDK allows controlling of the processor 
to serve that purpose developed the ‘C’ language program. 
Randomly 256 challenges are applied 10000 times and 
observed the output on the SDK Console by setting the 
baud rate to 115200 bps. We got the responses from RO 
PUF design figure 10.

Conclusion
We successfully designed and implemented a basic 8:1 PUF 
on SOC-FPGA. We defined the challenges and solution to 
implement RO PUF on the SOC-FPGA hard Zedboard FPGA 
evaluation board ware. The entire experiment is carried 
out at room temperature. Verified Post-Route simulation 
to understand the PUF operating as it produces the output 
bit. The responses produced by the PUF on SDK were 
performed considerably perfectly. Our future research is 
to perform a Static timing analysis of this design and find 
out the valid CRPs of the design.
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